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1. *This recognizable series of classics from the Western literary canon is a 
flagship product from which British publishing house? 

 

2. "Can we have two golds?" In which track and field event were these words 
uttered (and followed by great joy and huge celebrations) during the 2020 
Summer Olympics in Tokyo? 

 

3. *Here we see the water level over time in the basin of which lake in Africa?   
4. Which mbalax star collaborated with Neneh Cherry on the 1994 international 

#1 hit 7 Seconds, which centers around the very beginning of life for a newborn 
and how that child feels? 

 

5. Hohle Fels, Dolni Vestonice, and Gagarino are all sites that are namesakes for 
which type of ancient sculptures, hypothesized to have been made to 
symbolize fertility, or possibly ideal body types to survive harsh conditions? 

 

6. Some of you might remember Indonesia’s first female president, Megawati 
Sukarnoputri. What does the word putri in her name mean? 

 

7. Edwidge Danticat (2018), Ismail Kadare (2020) and Boubacar Boris Diop (2022) 
are the three most recent winners of which prestigious international literary 
prize, presented by the University of Oklahoma and the publication World 
Literature Today? 

 

8. In summer 2023, a South Korean research group led by Sukbae Lee and Ji-Hoon 
Kim announced the creation of LK-99, which they claimed to be the first-ever 
room-temperature and ambient pressure what? Replications after the paper 
was posted on Arkiv have thus far indicated that the group's interpretation of 
their results was faulty. 

 

9. Of the first 12 inscriptions on UNESCO’s World Heritage List are the mines in 
the Polish towns of Wieliczka and Bochnia. What was produced here from the 
13th century until the late 20th century? 

 

10. It follows Egg (2007) and Milk (2008) and is the third instalment in the "Yusuf 
trilogy". At the Berlin International Film Festival in 2010 it became the third 
Turkish film (after Susuz Yaz and Head-On) to win the Golden Bear. What is the 
title of this film, directed by Semih Kaplanoğlu? 

 

11. "On the air. Unaware" was one of the taglines of which 1998 film, where even 
the title character’s black diamond wedding ring is actually a camera? 

 

12. *The cereal brand Oat Start came in for ridicule when they intended to print 
boxes touting their high iron content, but instead implied the cereal was rich in 
which element? Consumption of the radioactive 192 isotope of this element 
could cause burns in the stomach and intestines.  

 

13. Red Hat and Suse were two of the earliest distributions of which open-source 
operating system, conceived as an alternative to MINIX? 

 

14. In August 2023, which country took home their 12th Netball World Cup title 
after beating England 61–45? The team is captained by Liz Watson. 

 

15. In microeconomics, which concept, introduced by Friedrich von Wieser in the 
early 20th century, refers to the beneficial things one gives up when choosing 
to pursue another economically desirable option? 

 

16. *This is the logo of the international organisation for which Olympic sport?   
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17. Here we see the voyages of which English sea explorer and navigator?  
18. Which food crop makes popping and squeaking sounds as it is forced to grow 

in the dark? 
 

19. In 2019, which company bought podcasting networks Anchor and Gimlet for a 
reported €300 million in a bid to become a major player in the podcasting 
business? Podcasts exclusively available on the platform include the Joe Rogan 
Experience and Call Her Daddy. 

 

20. Aretha Franklin's signature song (You Make Me Feel Like) A Natural Woman 
was written by which American singer-songwriter, who included it on her own 
bestselling album Tapestry? 

 

21. Which Latin term names the small, usually square tiles that make up a mosaic?  
22. As the rain pours down and the thunderstorm hits, Barry Melton makes the 

audience chant: "No rain! No rain! No rain! No rain!" The stage announcer adds: 
"Keep thinkin’ it!" In which 1970 documentary film can we witness this scene? 

 

23. The June Democratic Struggle, also known as the June Democracy Movement, 
was the name of a series of nationwide pro-democracy mass protests that took 
place from June 10 to 29, 1987 – in which Asian country? 

 

24. Which American author has the username @pronounced_ing on Instagram 
and Twitter/X? Her second novel was made into a popular television miniseries. 

 

25. Zener cards, which come in five designs (plus sign, circle, three wavy lines, 
square, star), are used to test for which alleged phenomenon? 
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